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The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Every general recursive function f(n) is expressible in the

form f(n) =g(2") for some function g defined by the following schema

f(0) = 0,

g(n') = 6(n', g(8(n')))

where 0 and 5 are primitive recursive and h(n') <n' in some primitive

recursive well-ordering of the natural numbers of order type u.

This theorem is an improved version of the result obtained by

Myhill [l] as well as a similar one obtained by Routledge [2, Theo-

rem 4J. As functions of one variable are concerned, the foregoing theo-

rem is the same as Routledge's except that the well-ordering <

referred to in this note is primitive recursive while it is defined by

general recursive processes in Routledge's paper (see [2, Theorem 2]).

Myhill's statement is, however, not sufficiently explicit. A more ex-

plicit statement of his result was supplied by Kleene in a letter to

the author. The theorem in this note differs from Kleene's formula-

tion only in that Kleene expressed /(«) as U(g(2n)) while here the

function U is not used. This leads to the result/(«) =g(2"), which is,

according to Routledge (see [2, §§8 and 9]), the best possible in the

sense that we can no longer omit the function 2" and therefore can

not simply equate/(«) and g(n).

Proof of the Theorem. Let /(«) be any given general recursive

function. According to a theorem by Kleene [3, p. 288] there are two

primitive recursive functions K(n) and T(x, y) such that

(1)        (x)(Ey)(T(x, y) = 0)    and   /(«) = K(fly(T(», j) = 0))

where pyiTin, y) =0) is the least y such that Tin, y) =0.

In terms of A(w) and Tix, y) we define the function g(«) in the

following manner:

giO) = 0,

gi2*-3«+1), if ti = 2x-3y and T(x, t) j* 0 for i < y + 1,

g(n') = - K(y), if «' = 2*-3« and T(x, y) = 0 but T(x, i) ^ 0, if i < y,

0, otherwise.
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Consequently we have, for every re,

g(2») = g(2"-31) = g(2«-32) = • • • = g(2»'3**-1) = g(2»-3-) = K(qn)

where qn=¡xy(T(n, y)=0). By the second expression of (1) we then

have

(2) /(n) = g(2»),

In order to reformulate this definition of g we first introduce the

following notations:

A(n)=0*-+n can be written in the form 2X-3V and T(x, i)^0 for

i<y + l.

B(n)=0<^>n can be written in the form 2X-3V and T(x, y)=0 and

T(x,i)^0,iii<y.

Following the notations in Kleene's book [3] we can show that1

A(n) = 0 <-> n = 2<">°-3<">> &     JT    T((n)0, i) ^ 0,
•<(n)l+l

B(n) = 0 <-> u = 2W«.3W' & T((n)a, (n)i) = 0,

&   J! T((n)»> 0 * °-
i«.n)i

We see that A (re) and B(n) are primitive recursive functions. In

terms of these and some other primitive recursive functions2 we can

reformulate the definition of g(n) as follows:

f(0) = 0,

g(n') = sg(A (re')) -g(sg(A (»'))• 2<»'>•• 3i»'>»+») + sg(B(n'))-K((n')i).

Let 0(re', x) stand for sg(4(re')) -x+sg(B(n')) -K((n')i) and ô(re')

stand for sg(A (n')) ■ 2<-n'}°■ 3(n'h+1. Then the definition of g can be writ-

ten as

g(0) = 0,

g(n') = 6(n', g(ô(n')))

where 6(n, x) and 5(re) are both primitive recursive.

To complete the proof it remains only to find a primitive recursive

well-ordering ■< of the natural numbers of type w and then show that

5(re') <n' for every re. We first introduce the notations3x£Cand H(x)

1 We note, in particular, that (0); = 0, (2*.3")0 = x and (2X-3")i = y; for any func-

tion ̂  ni<^w=i, if z=o.
2sg(n) = 0, if n^0;sg(n) = l, if n = 0.

3 See [3, p. 225]. For any predicate R(x), nlt<zR(t) is the least t<z such that R(t),

if (Et)t<zR(t); otherwise, z.
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defined as follows:

iec^i(i) = ov b(x) = o,

H(x) = x — ptt<x((x — t) G C).

H(x) is primitive recursive and has the following properties:

1. H(x) =x, if and only if x = 0 or xGG

2. i/(x)áxand H(x')<=C;

3. H(x') is the number y nearest to x' such that y^x' and yGG

In terms of ii(x) a primitive recursive binary relation < is defined

by

x < y <-> (ff(s) = #(y) & x < y) V ((P(x))o < (#(y))o) V ((P(x))o

= (H(y))o&H(x)> H(y)).

According to this order -< all the natural numbers are arranged in

a linear order as follows:

0 < 2°-3«o < ■ ■ ■ < 2°-3° < ■ ■ ■ <2'-3« < ■ ■ ■ < 21-3° -< • • •

< 2i-3> < 2¿-3J' + 1 < 2i-3» + 2 < ■ ■ ■ < 2{& + o(i,j) < 2"-3"

< ■ ■ ■

where 2i'3i£C; qn=py(T(n, y)=0); u=i and v=j—l, if jVO; but

u=i + l and v = qi+i, if j = 0; 2i-3i+aii, j) is the greatest number y

such that í¡"(y) =2i-3í. The value of 2i-3'+aii, j) is a finite number

and can be calculated in the following manner. Let 2i-3' + l =k. Then

2i-3í'</fe<2í;and 2* = 2t-3°GC. It must be that Hiz)^2'-3> for every

z>2k. For, otherwise, there would be a z>2k such that Hiz) =2'-3'.

Then according to the third property of H(x), 2i-3i would be the

number y nearest to z such that y^z and yGG But this contradicts

the fact that 2*GCand 2i-3'<2k<z. Thus we have

(3) 2*-3í + cr(i,j) = 2" -=- ptt<2*(H(2k -*■ t) = 2''-3').

The above ordering shows that x <y is a primitive recursive well-

ordering of the natural numbers of type w with 0 as the first element.

Now let us consider the function

ô(n') = Si(iá(»0)-2<»'>«-3<»'>*+1

which appears in the third definition of g. In case A(n') = 0 we

have «' = 2("')°-3("''1GG Then Sf(,4(«')) = l and 6(«') =2<»'>°
•3("')l+1. 5(«') must belong to G By the first property of H(x), we

have #(«')=«'=2<"')»-3<"')' and H(S(n'))=8(ri) =2<-n">°-3<-«">1+\

Consequently,

(Z7(5(«')))o = (H(n'))o = (n')0 & H(Ô(n')) > H(n').
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According to the definition of ■< we have 5(re') <n'. In case A(n')?¿Q

we have sg(A(n')) =0. Then ô(re') =0. Since 0 is the first element in

the ordering ■< we also have ô(re') <n'. Thus in any case 5(re') -<«'.

This shows that the definition of g(n) is an ordinal recursion schema

with respect to -<. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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